Nuclear pore complex evolution: a trypanosome Mlp analogue functions in chromosomal segregation but lacks transcriptional barrier activity
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ABSTRACT The nuclear pore complex (NPC) has dual roles in nucleocytoplasmic transport and chromatin organization. In many eukaryotes the coiled-coil Mlp/Tpr proteins of the NPC nuclear basket have specific functions in interactions with chromatin and defining specialized regions of active transcription, whereas Mlp2 associates with the mitotic spindle/NPC in a cell cycle–dependent manner. We previously identified two putative Mlp-related proteins in African trypanosomes, TbNup110 and TbNup92, the latter of which associates with the spindle. We now provide evidence for independent ancestry for TbNup92/TbNup110 and Mlp/Tpr proteins. However, TbNup92 is required for correct chromosome segregation, with knockout cells exhibiting microaneuploidy and lowered fidelity of telomere segregation. Further, TbNup92 is intimately associated with the mitotic spindle and spindle anchor site but apparently has minimal roles in control of gene transcription, indicating that TbNup92 lacks major barrier activity. TbNup92 therefore acts as a functional analogue of Mlp/Tpr proteins, and, together with the lamina analogue NUP-1, represents a cohort of novel proteins operating at the nuclear periphery of trypanosomes, uncovering complex evolutionary trajectories for the NPC and nuclear lamina.

INTRODUCTION

The nuclear periphery is a specialized subcompartment of the nucleus, whose components mediate a multitude of key cellular processes, including transcription, regulation of the cell cycle, and nucleocytoplasmic trafficking. The sole route for bidirectional molecular exchange across the nuclear envelope (NE; Gerace and Burke, 1988; Akey and Goldfarb, 1989; Silver, 1991) is represented by nuclear pore complexes (NPCs), large (~50 MDa in yeast, ~100 MDa in vertebrates) macromolecular assemblies composed of ~30 different proteins or nucleoporins forming an octagonally symmetrical framework that spans the NE (Akey and Goldfarb, 1989; Silver, 1991) is represented by nuclear pore complexes (NPCs), large (~50 MDa in yeast, ~100 MDa in vertebrates) macromolecular assemblies composed of ~30 different proteins or nucleoporins forming an octagonally symmetrical framework that spans the NE (Akey and Goldfarb, 1989; Silver, 1991). Although the primary function of the NPC is nucleocytoplasmic transport, several nucleoporins, particularly those comprising the nuclear basket, have additional functions, both at the nuclear periphery and within the nucleoplasm. The nuclear basket is highly dynamic, with components interacting with numerous molecules and structures, including lamina proteins, nuclear transport machinery, and proteins involved in DNA repair and cell cycle checkpoints (Goldberg and Allen, 1996; Galy et al., 2000; Iouk et al., 2002).
Given that, in the context of eukaryotic diversity, yeast and vertebrates are closely related, our understanding of the evolution of the NPC and the functions of individual nucleoporins remains somewhat limited. Despite conservation of core elements, differences between species in nuclear organization, coupled with distinct mechanisms governing key cellular processes, suggests a high degree of structural and functional plasticity at the nuclear periphery between lineages (Allen and Douglas, 1989; Goldberg and Allen, 1996; DeGrasse et al., 2009; Fiserova et al., 2009; Tamura et al., 2010; Field et al., 2014). Trypanosomatids are highly divergent from animals and fungi and possess unusual mechanisms regulating gene expression and cell cycle progression. These protozoa are members of the Excavata supergroup, which includes many pathogens and environmentally important species, and likely diverged very early from the main eukaryotic lineage shortly after the last eukaryotic common ancestor (LECA); these deep taxonomic divisions reflect fundamental differences in cellular architecture and ancestry (Cavaleri-Smith and Chao, 2010; Adl et al., 2012).

The nuclear periphery and lamina in higher eukaryotes are classically associated with transcriptional repression, although, significantly, heterochromatin does not extend to the immediate NPC vicinity, which remains transcriptionally active (Swift, 1959; Watson, 1959; Krull et al., 2010). The Drosophila nuclear basket nucleoporins Nup153 and Megator are mobile within the nucleoplasm, and their location changes coincide with involvement in transcriptional regulation and cell cycle progression (Aitchison et al., 1995; Mishra et al., 2010; Vaquerizas et al., 2010). Similarly, the mammalian nuclear basket protein Tpr forms dynamic filaments extending to the nucleolus (Cordes et al., 1997; Fontoura et al., 2001). Hence the nuclear basket is dynamic, and components form physical connections between the nuclear interior and NPC. In addition to functioning in transcriptional processes, nuclear basket nucleoporins also have varied roles in mitosis; Tpr, Megator, Arabidopsis NUA, and Mlp1/2 interact with components of the spindle checkpoint at the nuclear periphery. At the onset of mitosis, these nucleoporins recruit the spindle checkpoint proteins Mad1 and Mad2 to the kinetochores, where they delay anaphase until the sister chromatids correctly align (Iouk et al., 2002; Scott et al., 2005; Lee et al., 2008; Lince-Faria et al., 2009; Nakano et al., 2010; Ding et al., 2013). Moreover, Mlp2 directly binds to the yeast spindle organizer, the spindle pole body (SPB), and contributes to its assembly (Niepel et al., 2005, 2013), and Drosophila Megator, in complex with Skeleton and Chromator, forms a structure that likely supports and stabilizes the mitotic spindle (Walker et al., 2000; Qi et al., 2004; Johansen and Johansen, 2007). Together these findings suggest that the individual functions of basket nucleoporins at mitosis have diverged since the LECA and provide further evidence to suggest that the functions of peripheral nuclear proteins are plastic.

We previously identified 22 Trypanosoma brucei nucleoporins by proteomics, revealing that nucleoporin secondary structural architecture and domain organization are well conserved compared with yeast and Metazoa (DeGrasse et al., 2009). Furthermore, the karyopherins, responsible for mediating many nucleocytoplasmic translocation pathways, are also broadly conserved in most lineages, suggesting that core mechanisms mediating protein and mRNA nucleocytoplasmic transport are also conserved (O’Reilly et al., 2011; Field et al., 2014). Significantly, ~240 chromosomes/DNA elements must be faithfully segregated during mitosis in T. brucei, a number far outweighing the observable kinetochores, suggesting unusual chromosome segregation mechanisms (Solarí, 1995; Ernfled and Gull, 1997). Although the trypanosome spindle microtubules are highly oriented and anchor at distinct spindle attachment sites (SASs), definitive SPB components have yet to be described. Further, in higher eukaryotes the LINC complex protein spans the NE to connect the nuclear lamina and cytoskeleton (Lee et al., 2002; Crisp et al., 2006; Stewart-Hutchinson et al., 2008) and participates in regulating nuclear positioning and anchoring of the SPB to the nucleus (Hagan and Yanagida, 1995; Malone et al., 1999; Jaspersen et al., 2002, 2006; Malone et al., 2003). Of significance, no components of the LINC complex have been identified in trypanosomes (Field et al., 2012). Transcription is predominantly polycistronic in trypanosomatids, with recent data suggesting that mRNA copy number may relate to citron structure (Kelly et al., 2012). Deep sequencing demonstrated that most of the genome is transcribed (Siegel et al., 2010; Archer et al., 2011; Kolev et al., 2012) and that RNA polymerase start and stop sites are marked by specific histone modifications (Siegel et al., 2009). A diverse family of RNA-binding proteins (RBPs) containing the RRM motif have a major role in RNA copy number control, and several are implicated as developmental program master regulators (Estevez, 2008; Archer et al., 2009; Stern et al., 2009). Our recent description of NUP-1, a trypanosomal lamina component highly distinct from metazoan lamins, but which nevertheless performs analogous functions, led us to reconsider our understanding of lamina origins and question the functional diversity of components at the trypanosome nuclear periphery (DeGrasse et al., 2009; DuBois et al., 2012; Alsford et al., 2012; Field et al., 2012).

TbNup110 and TbNup92, two trypanosome NPC-associated proteins, are predicted to have predominantly coiled-coil structure (DeGrasse et al., 2009). TbNup92 locates at the nuclear periphery at interphase and associates with distal poles of the NE during mitosis. We proposed that TbNup110 and TbNup92 represent the Mlp/Tpr proteins of trypanosomes, and here we investigate the evolutionary relationship of TbNup92 and its functions. Our data indicate distinct evolutionary origins for TbNup92 and the Mlps despite TbNup92 performing similar roles to Mlps in spindle association and chromosome segregation. However, we find no evidence for transcriptional barrier activity, consistent with trypanosome genome organization.

**RESULTS**

TbNup92 is a coiled-coil protein containing a breast cancer-susceptibility protein C-terminal domain

Earlier proteomic analysis of purified trypanosome nuclear envelopes, followed by in situ tagging and localization, identified 22 nucleoporins with highly divergent primary structures (DeGrasse et al., 2009). Of these, TbNup110 and TbNup92 are predicted to possess extensive coiled-coil secondary structures similar to those predicted for nuclear basket nucleoporins Mlp/Tpr but distinct from either the β-propeller/α-solenoid of scaffold nucleoporins or the disordered structure of FG-repeat nucleoporins (Strambio-de-Castillia et al., 1999; Kosova et al., 2000; Niepel et al., 2013). Although nuclear basket nucleoporins are commonly involved in cell cycle checkpoint functions during mitosis, diversity in composition and architecture of nuclear periphery components has led to functional diversity across various lineages. Further, TbNup92 migrates to the distal poles of the nucleus during mitosis, highly suggestive of association with the SPB, as well as being disposed at the nuclear face of the NPC. On the basis of these criteria, we suggested that TbNup110 and TbNup92 are trypanosome orthologues of Mlp1 and Mlp2, respectively (DeGrasse et al., 2009).

To test this more exhaustively, we analyzed the distribution of genes encoding TbNup110 and TbNup92 orthologues across eukaryotes to determine the evolutionary relationship between these gene products and the Mlp/Tpr proteins. We found a single...
orthologue of both TbNup110 and TbNup92 in all kinetoplastids with available genome data, including the newly identified early-branching trypanosomatid Paratrypanosoma (Flegontov et al., 2013) and the free-living bodonid Bodo saltans. Despite the apparent structural similarities, sequence searches failed to identify obvious Mlp1, Mlp2, or Tpr orthologues in these genomes (Figure 1; Neumann et al., 2010; Field et al., 2014). Although these data initially suggested that orthologue identification failure could simply arise from extreme divergence, we noted that TbNup110 and TbNup92 are significantly shorter than their putative yeast and metazoan counterparts, and both lack the central Tpr/Mlp1/Mlp2-like domain, a prominent characteristic of nuclear basket nucleoporins. In addition, the predicted coiled-coil patterns of the TbNup92 and TbNup110 differ from those of Mlps and Tpr (Supplemental Figure S1); TbNup92 lacks a major region of coiled-coil discontinuity described for Mlp1 and Mlp2, which is suggested to serve as a hinge and forms the NPC-binding site of Mlp1 (Niepel et al., 2013). By contrast, TbNup110 consists of discrete coiled-coil segments separated by major gaps, suggesting more flexible structure (Supplemental Figure S1). Although no conserved domains have been identified in TbNup110, TbNup92 does possess a breast cancer–susceptibility protein C-terminal (BRCT) domain (residues 642–712; Figure 1), which is typically found in proteins involved in DNA repair and the cell cycle checkpoint. Consequently, HMMER homology search for TbNup92 homologues identified various BRCT-domain containing proteins. For most, the BRCT domain was the only region similar to TbNup92, but several returned sequences did have a predicted architecture similar to that of TbNup92 and were returned TbNup92 as top hit by reverse-blast, indicating true TbNup92 orthology.

One TbNup92 orthologue was found in the amoeboflagellate Naegleria gruberi, an excavate distantly related to kinetoplastids, and the others in slime molds and entamoebids (group Amoebozoa). A phylogenetic tree of these sequences placed the Naegleria sequence in the expected position as sister lineage to kinetoplastids and also resolved Amoebozoa as a monophyletic clade (Figure 1). Of interest, the sequences of Naegleria and Polysphondylium possess the K-K/R-X-K/R consensus sequence of the monopartite classic nuclear localization signal (NLS; Chelsky et al., 1989; Hodel et al., 2001; Lange et al., 2007; Yang et al., 2011), which is shared with the TbNup92 kinetoplastid orthologues (Figure 1 and Supplemental Figure S2A). Such an NLS is also present in the Dictyostelium orthologue but not in entamoebids (Figure 1).

Because both an Mlp/Tpr and a TbNup92 orthologue are present in Naegleria and amoebozoans (Figure 1), they cannot sensu stricto be fully equivalent, that is, true orthologues. However, the predicted presence of extensive coiled coil in both Mlp/Tpr and TbNup92/110 leaves open the possibility of distant evolutionary relationship between these proteins. Moreover, contrary to TbNup92, that TbNup92/110 orthologues are kinetoplastid restricted reinforces the view that TbNup92 and TbNup110 represent a family of proteins distinct from Mlp/Tpr (Figure 1C and Supplemental Figure S2B). As a means to explore this relationship in further detail, we investigated whether TbNup92 assumed similar or distinct functions to yeast and vertebrate Mlp/Tpr proteins.
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THE C-TERMINUS OF A SINGLE ALLELE WITH GREEN FLUORESCENT PROTEIN (GFP) ON gestures of TbNup92 throughout the cell cycle by genomically tagging TbNup92 with the NPC by affinity isolation of TbNup92::GFP fusion protein from cryomilled cells, followed by mass spectrometric identification of coisolating proteins (Figure 3C). This confirmed a highly specific association between TbNup92 and TbNup110, although the absence of more extensive interactions with the NPC suggests that TbNup92 is peripherally associated and not a core component

FIGURE 2: CELL CYCLE POSITIONING AND RELATIONSHIP WITH MITOTIC SPINDLE. (A) Whole-transcriptome profiling of procyclic-form T. brucei (Archer et al., 2011) shows that most nucleoporins maintain a steady rate of gene expression throughout the cell cycle (normalized to G1). In contrast, TbNup92 expression is substantially up-regulated at S phase, which coincides with the redistribution of TbNup92 during mitosis. (B) TbNup92::GFP cells were fixed and probed with anti-GFP (green) and anti-β-tubulin (KMX) antibodies for the spindle microtubules (red). Cells were imaged by superresolution microscopy, and the central slice from the z-stack is illustrated. At the onset of mitosis, TbNup92 localizes to the spindle attachment site and along the polymerizing spindle microtubules. At early anaphase, TbNup92 concentrates at the posterior and anterior poles, which likely corresponds to the localization of the SPB.

TbNup92 displays cell cycle–dependent positioning

Whole-transcriptome profiling of T. brucei throughout the cell cycle (Archer et al., 2011) revealed no changes to transcript levels for most nucleoporins (Figure 2A). In contrast, TbNup92 mRNA copy number is substantially up-regulated during S phase (Figure 2A), which corresponds to redistribution of TbNup92 protein.

Trypanosomes may be conveniently categorized within the cell cycle by staining the nucleus and kinetoplast (the mitochondrial DNA); the kinetoplast elongates and divides just before the nucleus enters S phase (Sherwin and Gull, 1989). We examined the distribution of TbNup92 throughout the cell cycle by genomically tagging the C-terminus of a single allele with green fluorescent protein (GFP) in PCF cells, counterstaining with 4',6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI), and conducting an analysis by confocal and superresolution microscopy. Whereas the majority of T. brucei nucleoporins remain anchored at the NPC through mitosis, TbNup92 showed distinct localizations at interphase and mitosis (Figures 2 and 3). By comparison between intranuclear tubulin, revealed with an anti-β-tubulin antibody (KMX) to highlight the spindle microtubules (Figure 2B), and TbNup92, we observed that TbNup92 localizes to SASs, that is, poles close to the nuclear envelope, and displays a punctate distribution along the length of the spindle microtubules at the onset of mitosis. This cell cycle–dependent localization of TbNup92 is remarkably similar to that of Drosophila Megator (Qi et al., 2004). As cells progress into anaphase, TbNup92 is mostly concentrated at the SAS at the posterior and anterior poles of the dividing nuclei. It is most probable that TbNup92 is anchored at, or interacts with, components forming a spindle anchor at G2/mitosis.

We also examined the location of TbNup92 at interphase, as it was apparent that at G1 there was a substantial presence within the nucleoplasm, albeit with clear exclusion from the nucleolus (Figure 3A). The fluorescence intensities of GFP and DAPI across a central nuclear slice stained for TbNup92::GFP or TbNup98::GFP, an FG-repeat containing nucleoporin, were determined (Figure 3A). The DAPI signal is relatively constant throughout the nucleoplasm, with a decrease corresponding to the nucleolus, whereas two clear maxima are found for TbNup98, reflecting disposition at the nuclear envelope. In contrast, a more homogeneous level of fluorescence was found for TbNup92 across the entire nucleus, confirming a presence at the nuclear periphery but also substantially within the nucleoplasm. Using TbNup110::CMyc as an NPC marker, we also find that TbNup92 is juxtaposed to TbNup110 that is localized on the nuclear face of the NPC (Figure 3B). Of interest, we documented a small but significant concentration of TbNup110::CMyc at the SAS that colocalized with TbNup92::GFP (Supplementary Movie S1). To test whether

this cell cycle–dependent positioning was unique to the basket nucleoporins, we followed the distribution of the FG-repeat nucleoporin TbNup98, which is a core component of the T. brucei NPC (Obado, Field, Rout, and Chait, unpublished data). Consistent with previous findings, TbNup98 maintained a peripheral punctate distribution throughout the cell cycle and did not concentrate at the SAS at mitosis, indicating that redistribution to the SAS was specific to nuclear basket components (DeGrasse et al., 2009; Supplemental Figure S3).

Given the mobility of TbNup92, we tested the association of TbNup92 with the NPC by affinity isolation of TbNup92::GFP fusion protein from cryomilled cells, followed by mass spectrometric identification of coisolating proteins (Figure 3C). This confirmed a highly specific association between TbNup92 and TbNup110, although the absence of more extensive interactions with the NPC suggests that TbNup92 is peripherally associated and not a core component
Of interest, this failure to detect the mitotic spindle coincided with telomere misplacement (Figure 4, A, bottom, and C). Rather than aligning at the center of the mitotic nucleus before separating and migrating to the poles of the separating daughter nuclei, the telomeres in TbNup92-knockdown cells remained distributed around the nuclear periphery throughout the cell cycle. These data, combined with the finding that TbNup92 localizes along the polymerizing spindle microtubules, imply that, like Drosophila Megator, TbNup92 may fulfill an important role in spindle formation and/or maturation, as well as ensure correct attachment of chromosomes and their subsequent segregation; analysis of a knockout cell indicated that this did not result in changes to ploidy of specific chromosomal regions (see later discussion). A similar defect in spindle formation in trypanosomes was described by us recently in which knockdown of TbRHP, a Rho-like GTPase (TbRHP), also led to perturbation of KMX spindle staining (Abbasi et al., 2011). Although a spindle, albeit with altered structure, must be present, these data suggest that in trypanosomes, reactivity to KMX may be compromised. However, TbNup92 is differentiated from TbRHP, as mitosis and cell division in TbRHP were compromised, whereas in the present case knockdown did not result in a significant cell cycle defect.

The TbNup92 BRCT domain is required for distribution during interphase

To investigate the role of the BRCT domain, we fused GFP in situ to the TbNup92 open reading frame (ORF) to eliminate the BRCT-containing C-terminus (residues 640–813; Figure 4A) and removed the second allele of TbNup92 by replacing the ORF with a neomycin resistance cassette (Supplementary Table S1). Further, confirmation of connectivity between TbNup92 and the NPC was provided by affinity isolation with TbNup110::GFP as affinity handle. TbNup92 associates with a large number of nucleoporins, indicating more extensive contacts between TbNup110 and the NPC (Figure 3D). TbNup92 is therefore associated peripherally with the NPC, probably via TbNup110, itself more strongly anchored to the NPC.

TbNup92 is required for faithful mitotic segregation of sister chromatids

We initially used RNA interference (RNAi)–mediated knockdown to examine TbNup92 function. We validated the efficacy and specificity of RNAi by quantitative reverse transcriptase PCR (qRT-PCR) and found 60% specific reduction to TbNup92 mRNA level at 24 h postinduction (Supplemental Figure S4A). No significant proliferative defects were observed after induction over a 7-d period (Supplemental Figure S4B), although a small alteration to progression through the cell cycle was observed (Supplemental Figure S4C). Cells in which the kinetoplast had divided but not the nucleus (2K1N) decreased between 6 and 24 h postinduction, whereas cells in which both nucleus and kinetoplast completed mitosis but cytokinesis remained to be achieved increased. These data suggest a minor delay to entry into G1/S phase. We inspected TbNup92-knockdown cells for their ability to position chromosomes, using fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) telomere labeling together with KMX antibody staining. Unexpectedly we found that the anti–β-tubulin antibody in most (84%) mitotic cells failed to detect a spindle, suggesting that the spindle was in some manner abnormal, preventing immunochemical detection (Figure 4, A and B). Of interest, this failure to detect the mitotic spindle coincided with telomere misplacement (Figure 4, A, bottom, and C). Rather than aligning at the center of the mitotic nucleus before separating and migrating to the poles of the separating daughter nuclei, the telomeres in TbNup92-knockdown cells remained distributed around the nuclear periphery throughout the cell cycle. These data, combined with the finding that TbNup92 localizes along the polymerizing spindle microtubules, imply that, like Drosophila Megator, TbNup92 may fulfill an important role in spindle formation and/or maturation, as well as ensure correct attachment of chromosomes and their subsequent segregation; analysis of a knockout cell indicated that this did not result in changes to ploidy of specific chromosomal regions (see later discussion). A similar defect in spindle formation in trypanosomes was described by us recently in which knockdown of TbRHP, a Rho-like GTPase (TbRHP), also led to perturbation of KMX spindle staining (Abbasi et al., 2011). Although a spindle, albeit with altered structure, must be present, these data suggest that in trypanosomes, reactivity to KMX may be compromised. However, TbNup92 is differentiated from TbRHP, as mitosis and cell division in TbRHP were compromised, whereas in the present case knockdown did not result in a significant cell cycle defect.

The TbNup92 BRCT domain is required for distribution during interphase

To investigate the role of the BRCT domain, we fused GFP in situ to the TbNup92 open reading frame (ORF) to eliminate the BRCT-containing C-terminus (residues 640–813; Figure 5A) and removed the second allele of TbNup92 by replacing the ORF with a neomycin resistance cassette (Supplementary Table S1). Further, confirmation of connectivity between TbNup92 and the NPC was provided by affinity isolation with TbNup110::GFP as affinity handle. TbNup92 associates with a large number of nucleoporins, indicating more extensive contacts between TbNup110 and the NPC (Figure 3D). TbNup92 is therefore associated peripherally with the NPC, probably via TbNup110, itself more strongly anchored to the NPC.

TbNup92 is required for faithful mitotic segregation of sister chromatids

We initially used RNA interference (RNAi)–mediated knockdown to examine TbNup92 function. We validated the efficacy and specificity of RNAi by quantitative reverse transcriptase PCR (qRT-PCR) and found 60% specific reduction to TbNup92 mRNA level at 24 h postinduction (Supplemental Figure S4A). No significant proliferative defects were observed after induction over a 7-d period (Supplemental Figure S4B), although a small alteration to progression through the cell cycle was observed (Supplemental Figure S4C). Cells in which the kinetoplast had divided but not the nucleus (2K1N) decreased between 6 and 24 h postinduction, whereas cells in which both nucleus and kinetoplast completed mitosis but cytokinesis remained to be achieved increased. These data suggest a minor delay to entry into G1/S phase. We inspected TbNup92-knockdown cells for their ability to position chromosomes, using fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) telomere labeling together with KMX antibody staining. Unexpectedly we found that the anti–β-tubulin antibody in most (84%) mitotic cells failed to detect a spindle, suggesting that the spindle was in some manner abnormal, preventing immunochemical detection (Figure 4, A and B). Of interest, this failure to detect the mitotic spindle coincided with telomere misplacement (Figure 4, A, bottom, and C). Rather than aligning at the center of the mitotic nucleus before separating and migrating to the poles of the separating daughter nuclei, the telomeres in TbNup92-knockdown cells remained distributed around the nuclear periphery throughout the cell cycle. These data, combined with the finding that TbNup92 localizes along the polymerizing spindle microtubules, imply that, like Drosophila Megator, TbNup92 may fulfill an important role in spindle formation and/or maturation, as well as ensure correct attachment of chromosomes and their subsequent segregation; analysis of a knockout cell indicated that this did not result in changes to ploidy of specific chromosomal regions (see later discussion). A similar defect in spindle formation in trypanosomes was described by us recently in which knockdown of TbRHP, a Rho-like GTPase (TbRHP), also led to perturbation of KMX spindle staining (Abbasi et al., 2011). Although a spindle, albeit with altered structure, must be present, these data suggest that in trypanosomes, reactivity to KMX may be compromised. However, TbNup92 is differentiated from TbRHP, as mitosis and cell division in TbRHP were compromised, whereas in the present case knockdown did not result in a significant cell cycle defect.

The TbNup92 BRCT domain is required for distribution during interphase

To investigate the role of the BRCT domain, we fused GFP in situ to the TbNup92 open reading frame (ORF) to eliminate the BRCT-containing C-terminus (residues 640–813; Figure 5A) and removed the second allele of TbNup92 by replacing the ORF with a neomycin resistance cassette (Supplementary Table S1). Further, confirmation of connectivity between TbNup92 and the NPC was provided by affinity isolation with TbNup110::GFP as affinity handle. TbNup92 associates with a large number of nucleoporins, indicating more extensive contacts between TbNup110 and the NPC (Figure 3D). TbNup92 is therefore associated peripherally with the NPC, probably via TbNup110, itself more strongly anchored to the NPC.
TbNup92, immediately followed by the final 193 amino acids, eliminated the BRCT domain of TbNup92, which localizes in the same hemisphere of the nucleus as the SPB nuclear periphery and within the nucleoplasm. Similar to yeast Mlp2, the SMC domain of TbNup92 is required for localization of TbNup92 at the nuclear periphery (Figure 3) led us to ask whether localization of TbNup92 at the NPC is relies on TbNup92. TbNup92 was genomically tagged at the C-terminus with a hemagglutinin (HA) epitope in TbNup92::KO cells and imaged by confocal microscopy (Supplemental Figure S5C). The peripheral punctate distribution of TbNup92 was unaffected, indicating that deletion of the BRCT domain of TbNup92 does not affect TbNup92 positioning. Of interest, the telomeres were almost twice as likely to be distributed as a single puncta at the nuclear periphery and often colocalized with TbNup92::GFP (Figure 5, A, bottom, and B), and this was accompanied by a significant increase in the frequency of cells with telomeres localized toward the center of the nucleus (p ≤ 0.005; Figure 5, A and C), suggesting that whereas TbNup92::GFP does not appear to influence NPC positioning, full-length TbNup92 is required for correct distribution of telomeres at the interphase nucleus periphery.

At prophase/early metaphase, TbNup92 is present along the spindle microtubules for a short time. We found that TbNup92tr::GFP displayed increased residence along the length of the spindle microtubules (p ≤ 0.005; Figure 5, A, bottom, and B), and this was accompanied by a significant increase in the frequency of cells with telomeres localized toward the center of the nucleus (p ≤ 0.005; Figure 5, A and C), suggestive of a delay in progressing past metaphase. Together these data support a role for TbNup92 in spindle formation/maturation and possibly also the correct timing of events at metaphase/ anaphase. TbNup92tr::GFP eventually localized to the spindle attachment site at anaphase, albeit with abnormalities in the distribution of TbNup91tr::GFP in 24% of cells (Figure 5B); the TbNup92tr::GFP signal at the poles was often diffuse or asymmetrical intensity, whereas some cells displayed multiple TbNup92tr::GFP foci at either pole, all suggestive of a failure in correct targeting of truncated TbNup92 protein.

The SMC domain of TbNup92 is required for localization to the SAS

Given a clear role for the BRCT domain in targeting TbNup92, we sought a role for the central SMC domain. A synthetic gene, TbNup92BRCT, was designed that contained the first 30 amino acids of TbNup92, immediately followed by the final 193 amino acids, eliminating the predicted SMC domain. An NLS derived from NUP-1 and a 3xHA epitope were included at the C-terminus (Figure 6A and for example, a population of TbNup110 is targeted to the SAS, and the BRCT domain does not appear to be essential for TbNup92 and TbNup110 interaction. The modulation, therefore, of interactions between these proteins may rely on posttranslational modifications—for example, O-GlcNAc, phosphorylation, ubiquitylation/sumoylation, and other moieties—and is consistent with the known prolific modifications of mammalian and yeast NPC components and the known phosphorylation of TbNup92 (Nett et al., 2009).

Association of TbNup92 with the basket nucleoporin TbNup110 (Figure 3) led us to act with TbNup110 (unpublished data). Clearly the context of interactions between TbNup92 and TbNup110 is complex, so that,
Supplemental Figure S6). TbNup92BRCT was expressed in bloodstream from cells under the control of an inducible promoter. After induction, the distribution of TbNup92BRCT was determined throughout the cell cycle (Figure 6A, bottom). During interphase, TbNup92BRCT was distributed within the nucleolus and at the nuclear periphery, similar to full-length TbNup92. However, as cells entered mitosis, TbNup92BRCT failed to migrate to the spindle poles and instead remained distributed throughout the nucleus. Given that full-length TbNup92 localized to the SAS during mitosis, this failure to redistribute led us to ask whether the spindle microtubules were interrupted from that in uninduced cells.

Overexpression of TbNup92BRCT resulted in a minor proliferation defect over a 6-d period (Figure 6B) but without an obvious cell cycle arrest or increase in unusual cell types (Figure 6C). These findings were supported by fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS) cytometry (unpublished data), where the population karyotypes were largely indistinguishable out to 3 d of induction. Given that these cells were still expressing full-length TbNup92, the severity of the phenotype is likely attenuated, but these data indicate that TbNup92BRCT elicits a distinct phenotype to TbNup92tr::KO. In summary, in contrast to the C-terminal BRCT domain that likely has functions important for interphase, the central SMC domain of TbNup92 does not influence the localization of TbNup92 during interphase but is required for the redistribution of TbNup92 to the spindle attachment site during mitosis.

TbNup92 is nonessential and not required for accurate positioning of the NPC

The absence of a severe proliferative defect after TbNup92 RNAi suggested that the protein is nonessential. However, the effect on spindle structure and chromosome positioning point toward an important role in mitosis. Further, because TbNup92 is apparently associated with the nucleocytoplasmic face of the NPC at interphase, we wanted to determine whether the protein plays a role in NPC positioning or segregation.

We chose to create a TbNup92-null cell line by replacing both alleles of TbNup92 with neomycin and hygromycin resistance genes. To confirm deletion of both TbNup92 alleles, we prepared indexed DNA libraries from genomic DNA of TbNup92Δ cells and resequenced the genome using Illumina multiplex sequencing (BGI, Beijing, China). The resequenced genome was mapped to the reference 427 T. brucei genome, and although the read depth was relatively constant across the entire genome, no reads were generated that mapped to the TbNup92 ORF (Supplemental Figure S7A). In addition, TbNup92 mRNA was essentially undetectable in the knockout cell line (Supplemental Figure S7B), confirming deletion of the TbNup92 ORF from the genome. Transfection efficiency, even with PCF cells, was extremely low (<3 × 10−8) and no TbNup92Δ clones were attained in BSF cells, which have considerably lower transfection efficiencies, despite repeated attempts.

TbNup92Δ cells display a substantial proliferative defect (Supplemental Figure S7C), although the population was still viable, suggesting that TbNup92 is sensu stricto nonessential for PCF cells. The growth phenotype was reflected in delays in progression through the cell cycle (Figure 7A). A significant decrease in the number of 2K1N (p ≤ 0.05) and an increase in cells with abnormal numbers of nuclei or kinetoplasts were observed, indicating that TbNup92Δ cells are delayed at G1/S phase. Further, the TbNup92Δ population contained a number of cells with unusual DNA content (13.8%) compared with the parental wild-type population (0.8%; Figure 7B).

Consistent with observations in TbNup92tr::KO cells, the distribution of TbNup110::HA at the nuclear periphery was indistinguishable in both parental and TbNup92Δ cells (Figure 7C). First, this
The central SMC domain of TbNup92 is required for the localization of TbNup92 to the SAS at mitosis. (A) Top, predicted secondary structure of TbNup92. The y-axis indicates the confidence score of the predicted secondary structure. Coiled coils are in red and the β-sandwich in blue. TbNup92::NLS::HA lacking the central SMC domain (residues 210–545) was cloned into pDex-577 (Kelly et al., 2007) and overexpressed in BSF cells (TbNup92BRCT) under the control of a tetracycline-inducible promoter. Bottom, cells were probed with anti-HA (green) and KMX (red) to visualize TbNup92BRCT and the spindle microtubules, respectively. DAPI was used to visualize DNA (blue). Scale bar, 2 μm. Deletion of the central SMC domain prevented TbNup92 from localizing at the spindle attachment site at mitosis. (B) Overexpression of TbNup92BRCT resulted in a slight population growth defect over a 6-d period. (C) Examination of DAPI-stained parasites revealed no significant changes to the distribution of parasites through the cell cycle after the overexpression of TbNup92BRCT for a 72-h period (N = 100). The mean scores are plotted.

confirms that both TbNup110 targeting and NPC positioning do not require TbNup92. Second, this is consistent with the absence of a significant interaction between TbNup92 and NUP-1, the only known component of the trypanosome lamina and required for NPC positioning (DuBois et al., 2012). Furthermore, we contained TbNup92Δ cells with the telomere FISH probe and an antibody against the NUP-1 repeat. The distribution of the repeats was indistinguishable from that in the parental cells (Figure 7C), additional confirmation that TbNup92 is nonessential for connections between the NPC and the lamina.

In trypanosomes, the megabase and minichromosomes separate by two distinct mechanisms during mitosis (Gull et al., 1998). Visualization of both megabase and minichromosomes highlighted clear abnormalities in chromosome distribution in mitotic TbNup92Δ cells (Figure 7, D and E). Orthologues of various proteins involved in the metaphase–anaphase checkpoint have been identified in trypanosomes, including Mad2, CDK1, cyclin, APC/C, separase, and cohesin (Mottram et al., 2003; Gluenz et al., 2008), suggesting that the functioning of the checkpoint machinery is likely to be conserved in T. brucei (Gluenz et al., 2008). At late G2/early mitosis, the telomeres and minichromosomes were significantly more central within the nucleus (p ≤ 0.05) or aligned with the spindle microtubules (p ≤ 0.005) than in the parental cells, indicating premature entry into mitosis (Figure 7, D and E). This phenotype is typical of cells in which correct functioning of the metaphase–anaphase checkpoint machinery is compromised. Further evidence suggesting that TbNup92 plays a role in a metaphase–anaphase checkpoint comes from the finding that chromosomes displayed a staggered, nonuniform migration to the SAS in TbNup92Δ cells (Figure 7, D and E). The fluorescence intensity of telomeres at the posterior and anterior poles of dividing nuclei (typical of anaphase) was determined for both parental wild-type 427 and TbNup92Δ cells; fluorescence at the poles of dividing nuclei in parental cells was similar, suggesting that chromosomal segregation is equal between the two daughter nuclei, but segregation is unequal in TbNup92Δ cells (Figure 7F). Ignoring the highly repetitive telomeric and centromeric regions, analysis of the resequenced genome from the TbNup92Δ cells shows that read depth across the genome was relatively uniform; therefore, although there is no evidence for major ploidy alterations to specific genomic regions in the TbNup92Δ cells, both FACS and telomeric FISH analysis suggest defects to correct chromosomal segregation and therefore are evidence for aneuploidy, although at a low level within the population and apparently not within specific regions of the genome.

**Phenotypic reversion in long-term culture of TbNup92Δ cells**

We noticed that TbNup92Δ cells, after continual culture for ~400 generations, no longer displayed a growth phenotype (Supplemental Figure S8A). With the exception of a small proportion of zoids (1K0N cells), cell cycle progression was normal and the telomeres segregated with wild-type fidelity (Supplemental Figure S8, B–D). Resequencing and comparison of the TbNup92Δ and the revertant line (TbNup92Δrev) genomes revealed no obvious rearrangements, but a large number of single nucleotide polymorphisms were found (Supplemental Figure S9). Despite 333 nonsynonymous homologous and 11,426 nonsynonymous heterozygous differences between these genomes, none mapped to ORFs that are potentially associated with TbNup92 function (e.g., TbNup110 or other nucleoporins). This genomic plasticity may contribute to TbNup92 nonessentiality, but, of importance, it suggests considerable selective pressure to regain accurate chromosomal segregation.

**TbNup92 does not demarcate areas of high transcriptional activity**

NUP-1 is involved in regulation of VSG genes at the nuclear periphery; knockdown leads to increased transcription from silent telomeric VSG loci (DuBois et al., 2012). We asked whether TbNup92 plays a role in promoting localized transcription, similar to Drosophila Mega- tor and yeast Nup153. We compared genome-wide transcript levels between parental and TbNup92Δ cells by RNA sequencing (RNA-seq), mapping to the 427 genome (see Materials and Methods
gene clusters, or unusual DNA elements within this cistron. Further, we asked whether there was a positional effect of TbNup92 knockout on transcript levels relative the predicted transcriptional start sites (TSSs; Siegel et al., 2009; Supplemental Figure S10). The distributions of the positions of all genes and differentially expressed genes relative to the TSS are not significantly different ($p = 0.31$). Hence TbNup92 is unlikely to play a major role in control of transcription, but differential transcript levels of nonclustered individual genes may indicate a role in mRNA processing/packaging.

**DISCUSSION**

The NPC is highly conserved through evolution, albeit with considerable sequence divergence (DeGrasse et al., 2009). The nuclear face of the NPC interacts with chromatin, the transcriptional and Supplemental Table S2). mRNA abundance from 157 genes was significantly up-regulated ($p < 0.05$), whereas 75 genes were significantly down-regulated ($p < 0.05$) in TbNup92$\Delta$ cells (Figures 8A and 9 and Supplemental Table S2); several of the more prominently altered transcripts were validated by qRT-PCR (Figure 8, B and C). We did observe an overrepresentation of Gene Ontology (GO) terms associated with mRNA turnover (Supplemental Table S2), with known roles in the control of surface antigen expression mediated via modulations of mRNA copy number (Hendriks et al., 2001; Walrad et al., 2009, 2012; Mani et al., 2011). There was no evidence for differential expression across entire cistrons, with the exception of 31 down-regulated genes localized to a specific chromosome V polycistronic transcription unit (Figure 9). There is no evidence for specific functions, the presence of gene clusters, or unusual DNA elements within this cistron. Further, we asked whether there was a positional effect of TbNup92 knockout on transcript levels relative the predicted transcriptional start sites (TSSs; Siegel et al., 2009; Supplemental Figure S10). The distributions of the positions of all genes and differentially expressed genes relative to the TSS are not significantly different ($p = 0.31$). Hence TbNup92 is unlikely to play a major role in control of transcription, but differential transcript levels of nonclustered individual genes may indicate a role in mRNA processing/packaging.

**DISCUSSION**

The NPC is highly conserved through evolution, albeit with considerable sequence divergence (DeGrasse et al., 2009). The nuclear face of the NPC interacts with chromatin, the transcriptional and Supplemental Table S2). mRNA abundance from 157 genes was significantly up-regulated ($p < 0.05$), whereas 75 genes were significantly down-regulated ($p < 0.05$) in TbNup92$\Delta$ cells (Figures 8A and 9 and Supplemental Table S2); several of the more prominently altered transcripts were validated by qRT-PCR (Figure 8, B and C). We did observe an overrepresentation of Gene Ontology (GO) terms associated with mRNA turnover (Supplemental Table S2), with known roles in the control of surface antigen expression mediated via modulations of mRNA copy number (Hendriks et al., 2001; Walrad et al., 2009, 2012; Mani et al., 2011). There was no evidence for differential expression across entire cistrons, with the exception of 31 down-regulated genes localized to a specific chromosome V polycistronic transcription unit (Figure 9). There is no evidence for specific functions, the presence of
apparatus, the lamina, and the mitotic apparatus (Ishii et al., 2002; Taddei et al., 2006; Zuccolo et al., 2007; Nakano et al., 2010; Strambio-De-Castilla et al., 2010; Vaquerizas et al., 2010). This feature of the NPC may therefore experience greater selective pressure, reflecting the diversity of transcriptional mechanisms—for example, promoter-based versus polycistronic modes, open versus closed mitosis, and many other nuclear functions. Here we investigated the evolutionary history and functions of TbNup92, a trypanosome NPC-associated protein.

TbNup92 possesses a BRCT domain, a predicted unbroken coiled coil, and a molecular weight of <100 kDa, differentiating its architecture from that of the Mlp1, Tpr and NUA. Orthologues of both Mlp1 or Tpr and TbNup92 are found in several genomes, and this, together with distinct structural features, suggests that TbNup92 is evolutionarily distinct from the Mlps or Tpr. This may represent an example of convergent evolution or reflect that the Mlps, Tpr, and NUA are evolutionarily distinct from the Mlp1 or Tpr, both of which display high connectivity with the NPC (Niepel et al., 2013) and suggests a peripheral association for TbNup92 with the NPC. The presence of an NLS and nucleoplasmic and spindle localizations argue for a nuclear location for TbNup92 and hence association with the NPC nuclear basket.

BRCT domains are typically involved in cell cycle checkpoints, DNA transcription, DNA replication, and DNA repair (Huyton et al., 2000; Glover et al., 2004; Mohammad and Yaffe, 2009), and in TbNup92 the BRCT C-terminal domain is necessary and sufficient for nuclear peripheral and nucleoplasmic targeting. Conversely, the central SMC domain is necessary for localization to the spindle attachment sites. TbNup92 has a strong presence at the nuclear periphery, suggesting that TbNup92 anchors at the NPC, similar to both Mlp1 and Tpr, and may form filaments projecting into the nucleoplasm, so far only reported for Tpr (Cordes et al., 1997; Fontoura et al., 2001). Although it is unclear whether TbNup92 oligomerizes, as is frequently observed for coiled-coil proteins, we note that the flexible hinge within Mlp1 could be recapitulated by the formation of TbNup92 dimers to create a nuclear basket with overall higher structure rather homologous with yeast and metazoa.

Deletion of the BRCT domain also delayed migration of TbNup92 to the spindle poles. Overall, the effect of this deletion affects telomere positioning, delaying telomere redistribution at metaphase, as well as during the mitosis-to-interphase transition, and evidence of chromosome segregation defects for both megabase and minichromosomes were clear from the TbNup92 knockout. Further, evidence for roles in spindle formation and/or spindle anchoring for TbNup92 arises from both targeting to the SAS at metaphase and inaccurate telomere positioning in late mitotic cells. The latter could arise via errors in SAS formation or in construction of the spindle itself, especially as TbNup92 locates along the entire assembling spindle at early metaphase, before redistribution to the SAS at anaphase. Therefore these data suggest that TbNup92 has a role in chromosome segregation. Of significance, Mlp2 knockouts accumulate multiple intranuclear SPBs (Niepel et al., 2005), whereas Tpr interacts with dynein and dynactin, which recruit chromosomes also to the spindle poles (Sharp et al., 2000; Ligon et al., 2001); hence TbNup92 and Mlp2/Tpr likely share roles in the correct construction of spindle-anchoring structures, as well as in migration of chromosomes to the spindle poles.
Evidence for a role for TbNup92 in metaphase-to-anaphase transition stems from the observation that in TbNup92tr::KO cells there is an increase in frequency of telomeres at the center of the mitotic nucleus, that is, a delay in proceeding past metaphase. Mlp and Tpr are required to maintain the peripheral distribution of Mad1/2 and Mps1 during interphase and redistribution to kinetochores at mitosis. Knock-outs of Mlp1/2 and Tpr affect the dynamics of exit from metaphase (Iouk et al., 2002; Scott et al., 2005; Lee et al., 2008; Lince-Faria et al., 2009; Nakano et al., 2010; Ding et al., 2013). Therefore the similar effects on metaphase kinetics obtained by manipulating TbNup92 and Mlp/Tpr expression may indicate a role for TbNup92 in anchoring and targeting checkpoint proteins. Although the components of the trypanosome kinetochore, for example, are unknown, many of the components of the spindle checkpoint machinery, such as Mad2, plus the cohesins are present in trypanosomes (Gull et al., 1998; Ogbadoyi et al., 2000; Mottram et al., 2003; Gluenz et al., 2008).

Nuclear basket proteins in animals, plants, and fungi bind chromatin and influence transcription. Drosophila Nup153 and Megator demarcate regions of high transcriptional activity (Vaquerizas et al., 2010). Similar functions have been suggested for Mlp1/Mlp2 (Casolari et al., 2004), together with roles in mRNA export (Ishii et al., 2002; Casolari et al., 2004). There was no evidence for a role in co-cistronic expression changes for TbNup92, with the exception of a gene cluster on chromosome V. Considered together with polycistronic transcription in trypanosomes, it appears unlikely that TbNup92 interacts with specific regions of the genome for the purpose of increasing transcriptional activity, and hence TbNup92 lacks a clear boundary function similar to Megator/Mlp. Regulation of trypanosome gene expression is heavily reliant on mRNA turnover, reflected in the expansion of genes encoding for RNA-binding proteins in the T. brucei genome (De Gaudenzi et al., 2005); of significance, TbNup92-knockout cells differentially expressed genes with GO terms associated with RNA turnover. Genes encoding RNA-binding proteins ALBA-1, ALBA-3, and ZFP-1, which influence expression of GPEET and EP1 procyclins (Hendriks et al., 2001; Walrad et al., 2009, 2012; Mani et al.,

**FIGURE 9:** Genome-wide RNA-seq profiles after deletion of TbNup92. Differentially expressed genes after deletion of TbNup92 are shown along each chromosome. Blue and red bars represent the forward and reverse strands, respectively. A total of 157 genes were significantly (p < 0.05), >1.33-fold up-regulated (orange triangles), and 75 genes were significantly (p < 0.05) >1.33-fold down-regulated (green triangles) after deletion of TbNup92. The predicted transcription start sites (Siegel et al., 2009) are depicted by blue and red triangles according to their positions on the forward and reverse strands, respectively. TbNup92 does not appear to influence cistron-wide gene expression.
were up-regulated in the TbNup92 knockout, and furthermore GPEET and EP procyclins were up-regulated, suggesting that differential expression of ALBA-1, ALBA-3, and ZFP-1 may account for increased procyclin expression, raising the possibility that TbNup92 could associate with a particular subset of RNA-binding proteins.

In conclusion, we demonstrate that TbNup92 is associated with the trypanosome NPC and plays similar roles to Mlp/Tpr in terms of spindle association and fidelity of chromosome segregation, but with absence of evidence for a role in the creation of transcriptional boundaries. The absence of orthology between TbNup92 and Mlp/Tpr and the restricted taxonomic distribution of the former echo the apparent distinct origin of the trypanosome nuclear lamina component NUP-1 from metazoan lamins. This suggests that a highly divergent scaffold is present at the trypanosome nuclear envelope, with significant implications for the origins of chromosomal segregation and gene expression mechanisms.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Bioinformatics

Conserved protein domains were predicted by a National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) conserved domain search. The probability that a certain region adopts a coiled-coil conformation was predicted by the COILS/PCOILS tool (http://toolkit.tuebingen.mpg.de/pc coils/) using either a single sequence or the protein alignment as query. The presence of Nup92 and Nup110 orthologues in the genomes of other kinetoplastids was determined by blast searches in various protein and nucleotide databases (http://tritrypdb.org/tritrypdb/, www.genedb.org, NCBI GenBank, and our in-house database of kinetoplastid genomes). Julius Lukes (České Budějovice, Czech Republic) kindly provided access to sequence data for Paratrypanosoma confusum. The presence of TbNup92 and TbNup110 homologues in other eukaryotes was served domains. Protein sequences were aligned using MergeAlign and inspected for the presence of coiled coils and con

Immunofluorescence microscopy

Cells were prepared as previously described (DuBois et al., 2012). Antibodies were used at the following concentrations: goat anti-GFP, 1:3000; goat anti-rabbit immunoglobulin G (IgG) Alexa Fluor 488 (Molecular Probes, Paisley, UK), 1:1000; mouse anti-HA (Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Heidelberg, Germany), 1:1000; mouse anti-c-Myc (Sigma-Aldrich, Dorset, UK), 1:1500; mouse anti-tubulin clone KMX-1 (Millipore, Watford, UK), 1:2000; goat anti-mouse IgG Alexa Fluor 568 (Molecular Probes), 1:1000; goat anti-mouse IgG Alexa Fluor 594 (Molecular Probes), 1:1500; and polyclonal rabbit anti-NUP-1, 1:750 (DuBois et al., 2012). Wide-field epifluorescence images were acquired using a Nikon Eclipse E600 epifluorescence microscope equipped with a Hamamatsu ORCA charge-coupled device camera, and data were captured using MetaMorph (Universal Imaging, Marlow, UK). Confocal microscopy images were acquired with a Leica TCS-NT confocal microscope with a 100×/1.4 numerical aperture objective. Images were processed with Huygens deconvolution software (Scientific Volume Imaging, Hilversum, Netherlands) and Photoshop (Adobe Systems, UK). Three-dimensional structured illumination microscopy was performed on a Delta Vision OMX V3 (Applied Precision, Preston, UK). Images were acquired in conventional mode and superresolution mode with a 60×/1.42 numerical aperture. Images were deconvolved using softWoRx 5.0 software (Applied Precision). Quantitation was performed on raw images gathered under nonsaturating conditions using ImageJ (Rasband and Bright, 1995) and Fiji (Schindelin et al., 2012) software.
Fluorescence in situ hybridization

The telomere PNA FISH kit (DAKO, Ely, UK) was used to highlight telomeric repeats according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Combined visualization of telomeres and the minichromosome 177-base pair repeat regions was carried out as previously described (DuBois et al., 2012) using the telomere PNA probe and a digoxigenin-labeled 177-base pair fragment specific to the minichromosomal repeats. Cells were imaged as described.

Western immunoblotting

Proteins from whole-cell lysates (10^7 cells/lane) were resolved by 12.5% SDS–PAGE. Proteins were transferred to polyvinylidene fluoride membranes (Millipore) and blocked, and antigens were visualized using standard methods. For visualization, monoclonal mouse anti-GFP (Roche) at 1:1000 or monoclonal mouse anti-HA (Sigma-Aldrich) at 1:10,000 in TBST (Tris-buffered saline + 0.05% Tween 20) incubated for 60 min at ambient temperature was used. Primary antibody binding was detected using secondary anti-IgG horseradish peroxidase (HRP) conjugates (Sigma-Aldrich) at 1:10,000 in TBST for 45 min. Detection of HRP-conjugated secondary antibodies was by chemiluminescence using luminol (Sigma-Aldrich) and x-ray film (Kodak).

Gene knockout

To generate gene knockout constructs, a ~1-kb DNA fragment from the 5′-untranslated region (UTR) of the Nup92 locus was amplified by PCR using the following primers: Nup92S′_FOR, CGGGTACCATATGATGCAGCGAGCTTTTCCT; and Nup92S′_REV, CGCTCAGGATACCAGCTTTACGAC. The 5′-UTR PCR products were digested with KpnI and Xhol restriction enzymes and cloned into KpnI- and Xhol-restricted pXS5:NEO and pXS5:HYG plasmids to create pXS_S_N92S′_UTR:NEO and pXS_S_N92S′_UTR:HYG, respectively. The 3′-UTR sequence immediately downstream of the Nup92 ORF was amplified by PCR using the following primers: Nup923′_FOR, CGACTAGTAAATATTTATGCTCCTCTCTGTTGG; and Nup923′_REV, CCGAAGCTGTTACAAGAATATATAACTTAAACCAC. The 5′-UTR PCR products were digested with KpnI and SacI restriction enzymes and cloned into pXS_N925′_UTR:NEO and pXS_N925′_UTR:HYG to generate pXS_N92S′_3′UTR:NEO and pXS_N92S′_3′UTR:HYG, respectively. Each plasmid was sequenced for correct insertion of the constructs. The pXS_S_N92S′_3′UTR:NEO construct was linearized with KpnI and SacI before being transfected into procyclic-form trypanosomes to replace a single copy of TbNup92 in the genome under the selection of G418 sulfate antibiotics. To target the second TbNup92 gene, the pXS_S_N925′_3′UTR:HYG construct was linearized with KpnI and SacI and transfected into the heterozygous TbNup92-knockout cell line under the selection of G418 and hygromycin antibiotics. Positive clones were confirmed by whole-genome resequencing and qRT-PCR to measure TbNup92 mRNA levels.

Generation and overexpression of the TbNup92 C-terminal BRCT domain

The C-terminal BRCT domain of TbNup92 (TbNup92:BRCT) was overexpressed in trypanosomes under the control of an inducible T7 promoter. The construct consists of the first 90 bases of the TbNup92 ORF immediately followed by the final 579 bases of the ORF. A NLS (derived from NUP-1; DuBois et al., 2012) and 3x-HA epitopes were incorporated at the C-terminus. The entire ORF was synthesized from synthetic oligonucleotides by Invitrogen Life Technologies and subsequently cloned into SpeI- and BamHI-restricted, pDEX-577-inducible expression vector (Kelly et al., 2007) to create pDex-577_BRCT. The construct was sequenced for correct insertion into the plasmid. pDEX-577_BRCT was linearized with NotI and transfected into SMB cells. For inducible expression of TbNup92:BRCT, cells were cultured with 0.1 μg/ml tetracycline for 6 h.

Real-time quantitative reverse transcriptase PCR

RNA was purified from cell lysates using an RNeasy Mini Kit (Qiagen, Manchester, UK) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. cDNA was synthesized from 1 μg of purified RNA using Superscript III Reverse Transcriptase (Invitrogen) accompanied with RNase OUT (Invitrogen). qRT-PCR using cDNA templates was performed with iQ SYBR Green Supermix and MiniOpticon Real-Time PCR Detection System (Bio-Rad, Hemel Hempstead, UK). Fluorescence was quantified after each cycle, and the following primer pairs were used: Nup92qRTFOR, GAGGTTTTTTCTTTGCTCCAG, and Nup92qRTREV, CCAAGTATACGAGCTTGAAGT; Rab11qRTFOR, ATCGGGTGGAAGATTTAGCAC; and Rab11qRTREV, GTGGTAAATCGAACGGGAGA; EP2ProcyclinFOR, CAGGACGAAATGGAGCCCGT; and EP2ProcyclinREV, TGGACGTGCTTGGCTTGACT, and T. brucei (Kodak).

Next-generation sequencing

DNA was extracted from TbNup92Δ cells using the DNeasy Blood and Tissue kit (Qiagen) according to the manufacturer's instructions. For each extraction, 5 × 10^7 cells were used, and DNA was eluted to a final concentration of 100 ng/μl. DNA was sequenced by 76-base pair paired-end Illumina sequencing at the Beijing Genomics Institute (www.genomics.cn/en/). Reads were clipped based on phred score >20 using the fastx program. Read errors and ambiguous bases were then corrected using the ALLPATHS find read errors algorithm (MacCallum et al., 2009), with two cycles of read error correction and the default settings for k-mer size. Duplicate reads and reads with a postclipped length of <20 nucleotides were discarded using custom Perl scripts. The clipped, corrected, and filtered reads were then assembled using Velvet (Zerbino and Birney, 2008) and multiple k-mer sizes (k-mer = 31, 41, 51, and 61), using the T. brucei 427 genome sequence as a scaffold. The resulting contigs from all assemblies were then postassembled using CAP3 (Huang and Madan, 1999) to yield a final genome assembly.

For RNA-seq, RNA was extracted and cDNA synthesized as described. Sheared cDNA was sequenced by 76-base pair paired-end Illumina sequencing. Paired-end reads were mapped to the T. brucei 427 strain reference genome sequence using Burrows–Wheeler Aligner (Li and Durbin, 2010). The mapped reads were further filtered by SAMtools (Li et al., 2009), allowing the read to be mapped in proper pair by a minimum 20 MAPO (MAPing Quality). After filtering, the paired reads were aligned to annotated transcripts. Transcript abundances were calculated based on (fragments per kilobase of transcript per million mapped reads (FPKM); Trapnell et al., 2010). All FPKMs of annotated transcripts were normalized by...
quantile normalization. Low FPKM values (less than the median of FPKM values for all annotated transcripts) were removed. Transcripts that are annotated as rRNA or tRNA were excluded. To calculate the statistical significance for transcript level changes, the observed log-fold expression changes (FPKM\(_{\text{treat}}\)/FPKM\(_{\text{ctrl}}\)) were tested against an empirical null distribution using a t-test. The empirical null distribution of the log-fold changes were computed from all possible permutations of the samples as described in Budhraja et al. (2003). A p value for the comparison of the distributions of the positions of all genes and differentially expressed genes relative to the cistron transcription start sites was calculated based on the two-sample Kolmogorov–Smirnov test using the kstest2 MATLAB routine.

Flow cytometry

For FACS analysis, cells were prepared as previously described (Hammarton et al., 2003). Briefly, cells were fixed in 70% methanol in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) and incubated at 4°C for 1 h. Cells were then washed in PBS and resuspended in 30 μg/ml propidium iodide in PBS and incubated at 37°C for 45 min. FACS was performed with a Cyan ABD MLE FACScan (Becton Dickinson, GE) using detector PE Texas red. Analysis was carried out using Dako Cytomation FACS software.

Interactome analysis

Protein–protein interactions between TbNup92 and other trypanosome proteins were analyzed by immunosoloclation after cryomilling of parasites. Full details of the methodology are to be published elsewhere (Obado, Field, Rout, Chait, in preparation). In brief, 10\(^{10}\) procyclic-form trypanosomes harboring TbNup110::GFP or TbNup92::GFP were lysed by mechanical milling in a Retsch Planetary Ball Mill PM200 using liquid nitrogen cooling (Retsch, United Kingdom). Aliquots of poweder were thawed in the presence of solubilization buffer (20 mM 4-(2-hydroxyethyl)-1-piperazineethanesulfonic acid [HEPES], pH 7.4, 20 mM NaCl, 50 mM citrate, 0.5% Tween) and TbNup92::GFP/TbNup110::GFP were isolated using lla anti-GFP antibodies coupled to Dynabeads. All washes were in the same buffer. Affinity-isolated proteins of TbNup92 were reduced in the presence of 20 mM dithiothreitol (DTT) and alkylated after the addition of 50 mM iodoacetamide. Proteins were separated by SDS–PAGE and identified by mass spectrometry (Kalkum et al., 2003; DeGrasse et al., 2009). Protein bands were excised and destained in 50 mM ammonium bicarbonate/50% acetonitrile (ACN). Proteins were then trypsin digested in-gel (100–200 ng/band, depending on band intensity) and peptides extracted using a solution containing C18 beads (POROS) in 5% formic acid/0.1% trifluoroacetic acid. The beads were washed extensively using 0.5% acetic acid, and peptides were eluted from the beads sequentially using 40% ACN, 0.5% acetic acid, and then 80% ACN/0.5% acetic acid. The ACN is more volatile than acetic acid and was evaporated using a SpeedVac (Thermo, Pittsburgh, PA). A pressure Baum was used to load the acetic acid–peptide mixture onto a nano–liquid chromatography column (PicoTip, New Objective) packed with 3-μm C18 beads. Liquid chromatography–tandem mass spectrometry was performed on a Velos Orbitrap (Thermo Electron, Waltham, MA) and proteins identified on the Global Proteome Machine database (www.thegpm.org) essentially as described previously (DeGrasse et al., 2009).

Affinity isolates of TbNup110 were reduced in 50 mM DTT and alkylated using 75 mM iodoacetamide before fractionation by SDS–PAGE. Protein gels were stained using GelCode Blue (Thermo Scientific). Protein bands were excised and identified using a SCIEX prOTOF 2000 matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization orthogonal time-of-flight (DeGrasse et al., 2009) Proteomics Mass Spectrometer (PerkinElmer, Akron, OH). Peak lists were submitted to ProFound and searched against an in-house–curated T. brucei database using data from GeneDB (www.genedb.org).
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